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Objectives:  … draw on experience to bring meanings to words in context such as figurative language
… study word meanings systematically such as across curricular content areas
... acquire an extensive vocabulary through reading and systematic word study 

PART ONE:
Chapter 1
agitated (47)
cautiously (50)
Chapters 2-4
weights (77)
maintained (77)
miniature (80)
decrepit (94)
summon (95)
Chapter 5
automaton (114)
infinitely (114)
complicated (114)
artificial (115)
clockworks (115)
state of disrepair (117)
obsessed (120)
remained optimistic (121)
trance (124)
apprentice (124)
horologists (125)
Chapter 6
ashen (138)
obvious (142)
exception to his rule (142)
cavernous (142)
cogs (142)
stampede (142)

Page numbers are 
in parentheses.

Vocabulary by Chapters
Often, good readers encounter new vocabulary and deal with it as they read.  They look for context 
clues and may use a dictionary or other reference materials to help them understand the word or idea it 
represents better.  If that is your preference, write new words in your dialectical journal as you come to 
them.  Occasionally, your teacher may give you a surprise vocabulary test but will allow you to 
use your dialectical journal as reference during the test.  So, keep your eyes open for words 
you don't know to record in your vocabulary section.

You may find that researching some of the vocabulary before reading will help you read with better 
understanding.  If that is the case, the following list will help.  Skip the words you know and understand.  
Choose words you do not know.  Decide the best way for you to remember the word by adding it to the 
vocabulary section of your dialectical journal.  You might write a definition, draw a picture, or copy the 
sentence and explain what it means.  Discuss the words with your partner or group and practice using 
them in your everyday conversations to make the words your own.

Chapter 7
exhaled (162)
Chapter 8
mechanical (165)
deftly pocketed (166)
mythology (177)
fascinated (177)
Chapter 9
guidance (190)
applauded (202)
reels (202)
parted (222)
deafening shriek (222)
Chapter 10
seizing (223)
Chapter 11
metal nib (228) (pictured on 243)
translated (232)
Chapter 12
budge (235)
grasped (237)
engage (237)
hammerlike contraptions (240)
torso (241)
desperately (250)

PART TWO:
Chapter 1
brooch (265)

PART TWO (continued)
Chapter 2
armoire (269)
divert (269)
molding (271)
instinctively (298)
penniless merchant (298)
Chapters 3-4
godmother (303)
shuttered toy booth (303)
Monsieur (319)
Madame (343)
navigate (346)
card catalog (346)
Chapters 5-6
prescription (362)
chimera (370)
phoenix (370)
Prometheus (370)
Chapter 7-8
glinted (385)
fragile (390)
projector (391)
interspersed (397)
cinema (405)
muse (405)
Chapters 10-Acknowledgements
dazed (470)
decade (497)
Parisians (506)
refurbished (528)
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